
HEN racing in Britain finally returns after

the Coronavirus pandemic, a major topic

will be whether horses will need a run. The

exceptional circumstances under which we

find ourselves will affect the fitness of

horses to varying degrees according to individual

circumstances; some will have spent the time eating grass at

their owner’s stud, while others may have been kept on the go.

It is impossible therefore to generalise.

In the normal run of things, however, lots of data exists as to

how an absence from the track affects a horse’s chance of

winning. But the inferences people tend to make from this data

are often faulty, and they provide some excellent fodder for

discussing the pitfalls of analysis in many settings.

First, let’s look at the kind of report that racing analysts tend

to produce to investigate this problem  --  what’s called a

bivariate (two-variable) study. This is of the type ‘x versus y’.

Here x is the days since a horse last ran (DSLR) and y is

Strike Rate (SR%):

I chose data from British turf racing from the last 10

completed seasons, and I have placed the data in buckets so

that it is easy to see the trend in SR% from a table. 

We can stop there, right? The longer a horse has had off the

track, the lower its SR%. Well, yes this is true, but we must be

careful not to fall for one of the oldest pitfalls in statistics:

correlation is not causation. You may be familiar with this

phrase from many popular science texts, but let’s examine

what it really means.

Correlation is merely an association between two variables:

when one goes up or down, so does the other, roughly in step.

Causation is something more than this, however. One variable

can be said to cause another only when changes in one drive

changes in the other – independent of any other effects.

Characteristics

When you are presented with a bivariate study in which a

correlation between two variables is present, such as the one

above between DSLR and SR%, the author will sometimes

be tempted to write: “… and the data supports that horses lose

fitness with absence from the track” or “a recent run is clearly

an advantage” or the like.

Does the data support this claim? The first question to ask

is whether the horses in each row of the variable being

conditioned on (being used to split the data into groups, here

DSLR) all have the same characteristics. In other words, if

you take the group in the first row of the table – those who

have been off between zero and seven days (an absence of

zero days implies that a horse runs back-to-back days) – do

they have similar characteristics to those in the last row of the

table, those who have been off the track five months and

more?

This is a necessary condition to begin to assert causality. If

the two groups are different in other regards than DSLR, a

further analysis is necessary. And here, it is obvious to anyone

that these two groups are likely different: horses returning to

the track quickly may be running off their old marks to take

advantage of an improved performance, while those who have
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British turf handicaps 2010-2019: Strike Rate according to
absence from track

DSLR Ranges Wins Runs SR%

0-7 2,985 21,256 14.0

8-14 6,179 58,634 10.5

15-21 5,949 55,909 10.6

22-28 3,607 34,374 10.5

29-42 3,003 30,644 9.8

43-56 1,061 11,269 9.4

57-90 762 9,127 8.4

91-150 438 6,143 7.1

150+ 1,690 20,230 8.4
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run nowadays?
been off five months include many who will be returning from

injury or a loss of form. This is known as sampling bias.

In this study, the likelihood is that horses with lengthy

absences from the track were not particularly primed to win

their comeback race. In the low-grade handicaps which

constitute most of the sample, connections of laid-off runners

may reason there is no particular incentive to win a cheap race

when so many others proliferate and an encouraging return

may be all they are looking for.

But what if we take the same data and look at horses who

had an incentive to win a valuable prize? What if we make the

data conditional on the class of handicap being 1 or 2? These

are the biggest, most competitive and most valuable races to

win.

Now, the relationship between DSLR and SR% is a lot less

clear. Horses with 150+ days off the track have a higher strike

rate than those who have been off between eight and 21 days.

So do horses who have been off between 43 and 56 days.

There is still some evidence of a correlation between the two

variables, but it isn’t one you would like to rely on when

betting, for example. 

And it’s not as if the horses with a lengthy absence were all

‘laid out’ or ‘expected’. Indeed, aggregated odds from Betfair

expected this group to win only 226 times (compared with 236

actual wins); and a £1 bet on each would have raised a profit

of £292.92, which is a Return On Investment (ROI) of better

than 110%.  Moreover, had you bet all horses in the bottom

four rows of the table – those who had been off six weeks or

more – the level-stake profit becomes £727.57 and the ROI

111%. In other words, the market overestimates the effect of

an absence and other bias – recency bias – may be at work. 

The true cause of winning and losing handicaps is the

difference between a horse’s current ability and its handicap

mark. This effect dwarfs the DSLR effect, probably because

trainers have the facilities to get horses ready and the horse is a

natural athlete, after all. This is what plays into the thinking of

trainers getting candidates for the 2,000 Guineas at

Newmarket ready: it is really no big deal to go there without a

run.

A much better interpretation of the data in the first table of

this article is this: the sooner a horse is returned to the track,

the more likely it is that it is better than its handicap mark. The

true relationship between DSLR and SR% is masked by this

factor: the degree to which a horse is favourably treated by the

handicapper is a confounding variable in their association and

should prevent a causal inference about DSLR from being

drawn.

We know about the importance of considering the form and

ability of a horse by looking at the distribution of DSLR for

horses who had won their last race (and so are more likely

‘ahead of the handicapper’ in our study:

See how smaller values of DSLR are associated with higher

probabilities that a horse won its last race? Put a different way,

winners turn out again sooner than losers. But there is one

exception: the group of horses in the last row (DSLR 150+)

contains 12.6% last-out winners – an aberrantly high

proportion – but they win at only an 8.4% SR referencing the

first table in this article.

HY? This group includes horses who won their

last race as a juvenile then appear in handicaps the

following year. Between the two appearances, a

horse has to make physical improvement at the rate described

by the weight-for-age chart. This group actually won their next

race at a lower strike-rate too, suggesting they were not

favourably handicapped, for whatever reason.

An important consideration here is the intentions of a

trainer. Some yards like to start their horses off slowly, others

come out firing. 

Presented here is the general trend of all trainers aggregated,

but it pays to understand how individual approaches play into

observed statistics at the yard level.

• Data extracted from Proform Professional (www.proformracing.com)
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British turf handicaps 2010-2019: % of each DLSR group 
who won last out

British class 1 & 2 turf handicaps 2010-2019: Strike Rate
according to absence

DSLR Ranges Runners Last-out winners % of sample

0-7 21,256 3,093 14.06

8-14 58,634 7,817 13.3

15-21 55,909 7,291 13.0

22-28 34,374 4,509 13.1

29-42 30,644 3,740 12.2

43-56 11,269 1,256 11.1

57-90 9,127 869 9.5

91-150 6,143 572 9.3

150+ 20,230 2,549 12.6

DSLR Ranges Wins Runs SR%

0-7 214 2,476 8.6

8-14 541 6,860 7.9

15-21 592 7,397 8.0

22-28 419 5,044 8.3

29-42 361 4,726 7.6

43-56 141 1,739 8.1

57-90 90 1,274 7.1

91-150 37 680 5.4

150+ 236 2,905 8.1
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